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ABSTRACT

The present invention refers to a high ef?ciency and cold
electromagnetic motor that is able to considerably increase
the electromagnetic and/ or mechanic potential energy avail
able to be used in any equipment fed by primary sources of
energy. More speci?cally, the present invention refers to a
motor, or also a generator, that comprises structural and func
tioning features that reduce the consumption of electric
energy and, at the same time, deliver mechanic potential
energy and Work torque at least equivalent to the conventional
electric motors.

23 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets
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ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR AND

alternating current (single-phase, bi-phase, three-phase) or

EQUIPMENT TO GENERATE WORK

TORQUE

batteries and solar cells With direct current. in such a Way that
the referred electric energy is transformed in energy in its heat

REFERENCE TO CORRELATED APPLICATION

drag, hysteresis, eddy currents, joule effects, etc., and ?nally

form, denominated as a loss provoked by attrition, magnetic
by the energy supply in its mechanical form, useful and avail
able for Work that is related to the torque and rotation of the

This application is a nationalization under 35 U.S.C. 371 of

PCT/BR2009/000l43, ?led May 21, 2009 and published as

motor shaft.

WO 2009/ 140750 A2 on Nov. 26, 2009, Which claimed pri
ority under 35 U.S.C. 1 19 to Brazilian Patent Application No.
PI 0802090-6, ?led May 23, 2008 and International Patent

Conversely, it is also knoWn that electric generators are
poWered by some type of primary energy, as for example,
chemical combustion (diesel, gasoline, gas, alcohol, etc) or
mechanical (hydraulic poWer, Wind poWer, etc.), and trans

Application PCT/BR2008/00030l, ?led Oct. 3, 2008; Which
applications and publication are incorporated herein by ref

form in losses in the form of heat and electric current in the

output to feed other equipment.
Thus, in machines of such a nature, its yield or ef?ciency is
calculated by the ratio betWeen the output and the input.

erence in their entirety.
FIELD OF INVENTION

Merely as an illustration, if a motor consumes 60 W of the

mains poWer supply and produces 30 W of mechanical Work,
its ef?ciency is given by the ratio 30 W/ 60 W, that corresponds

The present invention refers to a cold and high e?iciency

electromagnetic motor capable of increasing considerably the
electromagnetic and/or mechanical potential energy avail

20

able to be used in all equipment supplied With energy in a
primary forms. More speci?cally, the invention refers to a
motor, or even a generator, Which comprises structure and

functioning characteristics that reduce the consumption of
electrical energy and, at the same time, produces equivalent
and even superior mechanical potential and torque in relation

25

ciency of 0.85, or in percentage, 85%.
In this context, there are many types of electric motors,
hoWever the electromagnetic motors Which are currently the

to conventional motors.

In addition, the motor, object of the present invention has a

most used due to its easy construction are knoWn as induction

more simpli?ed structure that can be applied to any electrical

device, specially those called electrical receptors, designed to
produce, at least, the same poWer e?iciency, but consuming
less energy, Without risks of overheating the equipment and,

30

motors that, hoWever, have a squirrel-cage type rotor or a coil
rotor.

In general, the cage rotor induction motors comprise a

cylinder rotor made of metal (aluminum, for example)4or

yet, reducing manufacture costs of the said devices.
Besides, the electromagnetic motor of the present inven
tion solves a number of today’s problems related to the use of

to 0.5 or expressed in percentage, 50%.
The same Way, the generator that is poWered by 1 KW of
mechanical poWer that can be supplied by a Waterfall With
constant “Q” How in m3/ s, from a “h” height and that gener
ates 850 W of electric energy in the output Will have an
ef?ciency of 850 W/ 1.000 W, that corresponds to an e?i

shorted out coils mounted on the said metallic cylinder, sur
35

rounded by electromagnets Which are fed With electric AC

conventional energy sources and the scarceness of electric
energy, for it has the ability to deliver the same poWer, con

current to generate a ?rst variable magnetic ?eld, so as to

suming less energy.

duces a current on the surface of the metallic cylinder (or

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

obtain electromagnetic induction. The magnetic ?eld pro
40

shorted out coils), Which, in turn, produces its oWn magnetic
?eld. These tWo magnetic ?elds (from the rotor and the stator)

interact, by pulling and pushing each other, causing the cyl
Many types of electromagnetic motors are knoWn today,
and they are designed to deliver mechanical poWeritorque,
from the interaction of magnetic components of a closed
circuit supplied With electric current. All these motors knoWn

in the prior art are developed according to scienti?c prin
ciples, laWs and theories pertaining to traditional physics and
electricity, and considered universal, natural and in?exible
laWs, i.e., immutable. Nevertheless, scienti?c theories are
limited to the understanding of the scientists Who elaborated
them, for example: NeWton’s laWs, Ohm’s laWs, laWs of
thermodynamic, etc.

inder to rotate and, consequently, deliver the mechanical

45

and a stator, through Which, usually ?oWs an alternating elec
tric current (AC), generating magnetic ?elds that attract and
repel each other the variable ?elds of the rotor. Due to the

polarity alternation of the magnetic ?eld in synchronicity, the
50

Therefore, it must be clear that a different perspective of
the conventional scienti?c philosophy can lead to a neW

understanding of physics and an upgraded technology, Which

55

cess.

Thus, it is also knoWn that electric motors are de?ned as

machines that are poWered by energy in its electric form
supplied by a poWer source, i.e., the mains poWer supply With

rotor spins and delivers mechanical poWer.
According to the prior art the electromagnetic motors are
usually based on tWo phenomena, as follows: 1) When We
apply electric current through a conducting Wire, the mag

netic ?eld is generated by the conducting material; and 2) if a
conducting Wire is exposed to a variable magnetic ?eld, it Will
present an electric potential difference in both of its ends, and
the electric current generated inside the conductor forms, in
turn, a magnetic ?eld Which opposes to the external ?eld that
caused it.

is able to give a practical solution to problems Which are, so
far, considered as intrinsic factors to a speci?c physical pro

In this context, it is Worth to mention that the machines
have basically, as a principle, the consumption and transfor
mation of a certain type of energy in, basically energy con
sidered as loss, usually heat, inherent to its functioning and, in
the availability of any other type of energy that is considered
useful to the aimed ?nality.

poWer to the rotor shaft.
The electric motors With rotor coils comprise a number of
copper Wire coils mounted both on a metallic cylinder rotor

60

In addition to that, the electric motors of the prior art are

65

constantly fed With electricity, in order to generate the polar
ity alternation of the magnetic components intending to
obtain the attraction/repulsion effect. Obviously, this process,
in order to keep the rotor spinning under load (torque applied
to the shaft), requires high energy consumption. As conse
quence, heat losses are inevitable, i.e., With the so-called
losses or transformation in heat energy.

US 8,546,985 B2
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Thus, in vieW of the foregoing, particularly due to the
action-reaction interactions, it is possible to note that the prior
art electromagnetic motors considering that the intrinsic heat

More speci?cally, What We knoW as voltage according to
traditional concepts, for Keppe, means essential energy itself,
so that When electric current ?oWs through a conducting Wire,
caused by an electric potential difference betWeen its termi
nals, in fact, just one component of the essential energy is in
use, ignoring the poWer and capacity of the second compo
nent of the essential energy. As consequence to that, because
this second component is totally discarded, the motors of the
current prior art present inconveniences related to heat loss.

losses are impossible to be avoided. In other Words, the alter

nating magnetic ?elds produced by the passage of alternating
electric current through the stator and rotor coils of the motors
cause them to heat up in the same proportion to the intensity
and variation rate of these ?elds.
Because of that, When an electric motor is fed by any kind

of poWer sourceieither battery or AC poWer public gridi
the simple free-load spin of the shaft involves some mechani
cal torque, Which reacts to the electric poWer supply circuit

In other Words, the electromagnetic motors of the present
state of the art utiliZe the energy generated by the magnetic
?eld during the electric current input, ignoring or discarding
the second component of the essential energy, i.e., the back
energy, expressed by transients in the line, direct and reverse
peaks, at the moment of the building up and collapsing of the
magnetic ?eld of the motor coils.

and represents a line voltage drop, against the feeding energy
of the motor, tending to stop it. This voltage drop is techni
cally knoWn as counter electromotive force (back emf).
Nevertheless, to each mechanical load added to the line of
the motor, the extra electric poWer required to overcome it
Will represent an increase in the back emf, i.e., a resistance
increase, in such a Way that the feeding source supply more
poWer in order to overcome the load resistance. As conse

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
20

quence to that, the temperature of the Windings rises and

tric motors of the prior art, the electromagnetic motor, object
of the present invention, Was developed.
More speci?cally, it is the objective of the present invention

causes the ef?ciency of the motor to drop. In case the

mechanical load is too high and exceeds its project limit
value, overheating takes place and the motor burns.
In this sense, again it is observed that the continuous supply
of electricity (AC or DC) to the conventional motors involves
a series of problems, especially those related to the overheat

Therefore, intending to overcome de?ciencies and solve
the problems hereinbefore mentioned in relation to the elec

25

an electromagnetic motor that can replace any other motor

poWered by primary forms of energy such as electric, elec

tromagnetic, mechanic, nuclear, piezoelectric, sonic, ther
mal, luminous, hydraulic, pneumatic, chemical, electromag

ing and performance drop.
According to the scienti?c theories utiliZed to develop
forces to the movement of the motor are considered, as fol

netic induction, combustion of fossil fuels, biofuels, etc.,
preferably those designed to deliver torque.
Yet, another objective of the invention is an electromag

loWs: counter electromotive force, magnetic drag, hysteresis

netic motor With technical and functional characteristics that

these electromagnetic motors, four intrinsic and opposing

30

and eddy currents. All of these resistive forces result in heat

can overcome, or even eliminate in speci?c cases, the resis

ing and possible burning of the motors When they are sub
jected to heavy loads, for they demand continuous electric

tive forces acting against the movement of the rotor through
35

magnetic motor Which, besides utiliZing the energy generated

After the above explanations, the inventors claim, in spite
of acknoWledging the theoretical concepts knoWn today, and
complement that the same are incomplete, because they

ignore the essential physical characteristics of the magnetic

the application of the concepts developed by Keppe.
Yet, the present invention has the objective of an electro

supply from the poWer source.

40

by the electric current ?oW inside the Wires of a coil, captures
and uses the essential energy in its complete form, i.e., a
motor designed to capture and use the tWo components,

matter and/or electric conductive matter in regard to its func
tion of capturing energy from the environment, as Well as the

action and complementation, according to Keppe, of the
essential energy trapped in the magnetic ?elds.

structure of the electromagnetic ?elds, the concepts of volt

In this Way, it is the objective of the invention an electro
magnetic motor that does not heat up and makes it possible for
the manufacture of Wireless versions of many electric house
hold appliances Which are traded only With Wires and cur

age and electric current and their de?ciencies.
Taking into consideration that the motors of the state of the

45

art are said to have these resistive forces as intrinsic to their

rently designed be plugged to ll0/220V domestic electric
outlets, like for example, fans, vacuum cleaners, mixers and

functioning, today’s projects are oversiZed and their electric
consumption is more elevated than they should, Which con
tributes to cause negative impact over the environment.
As technicians in the ?eld are aWare, one of the main

50

problems in the World today is the scarceness of natural
resources for poWer generation, besides the quantity of pol
lutants discharged to the atmosphere caused by the burning of

mechanical poWer.
Yet, the electromagnetic motor of the invention is more

fossil fuels.

In order to brie?y clarify the bases of the invention, accord
ing to the theories and concepts researched and developed by
Keppe (refer to “The NeW Physics Derived From A Disin

55

rial to manufacture them.

Additionally, it is the objective of the invention a motor that
60

driving energies such as radioactive material, Water potential,

Summarizing, besides other concepts explored by Keppe,
the author holds that the essential energy, in the case of the

acts in tWo components, but in opposite and complimentary
directions.

can be adapted to Work as a poWer generator, small or big, and

help save energy in electric poWer plants based on primary

forms of energy, namely electricity and magnetism.

magnetic ?elds, is tWofold and bidirectional, i.e., it alWays

e?icient, Which reduces considerably the manufacturing
costs of electric equipment that embodies motors, for it is
possible to reduce their siZe and, consequently use less mate

verted Metaphysics”, Keppe, Norberto da Rocha, published
1996, Proton Publishing House, Paris) the present invention
is based on the hypothesis that matter captures and transforms
immaterial energy, called essential energy, into secondary

many other loW poWer home appliances.
It is also object of the invention an electromagnetic motor
that enhances the useful life of conventional batteries used in
Wireless devices and poWer tools, Without reducing their

65

Wind potential, sun, coal etc.
Besides, it is the scope of the present invention a motor that
can be used in its generator mode in order to recuperate the

electromagnetic energy accumulated in the coil(s) and send it
back to the coil(s), generating a second poWer source inde

US 8,546,985 B2
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pendently from the ?rst source, Which can be a battery, the
mains power supply or any other.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Most precisely, this alternative performance of the motor in

output of one or more coils of the basic embodiment of the

The objectives and technical effects attained by the elec
tromagnetic motor and generator, object of the present inven
tion, shall be clear to technicians of the ?eld, starting With the
folloWing detailed description referring to the enclosed draW
ings, in Which:

motor object of this invention.
The electromagnetic motor according to the invention can,

FIG. 1 illustrates the basic embodiment of the electromag
netic motor according to the present invention;

still, be adapted to replace hybrid (fuel/electricity) motors

FIGS. 2A, 2B and 2C illustrate the movement sequence of
the rotor of the electromagnetic motor in accordance With the

the present invention can be denominated as an electromag

netic feedback system or electromagnetic turbo system,
Which comprises the coupling of one or more capacitors in the

currently developed for the car, nautical and aircraft industry,
for its capacity and Work potential are considerably superior

invention;

to those of the conventional motors, in addition to consuming
less electric energy as Well as it alloWs the generation of
feedback energy.
In order to achieve the above indicated objectives, the
electromagnetic motor of the present invention is equipped to
use the essential energy in its integrality, particularly its sec
ond component, here called back component, back peak or

back energy, Which is obtainedboth 1) through the collapse of
the magnetic ?eld caused by draining off the energy trapped

FIG. 3 illustrates an alternative embodiment of the electro

magnetic motor of the invention;
FIG. 4 illustrates other alternative embodiments that use

electromagnetic motors according to the present invention;
FIG. 5 illustrates an alternative embodiment t o the motor

illustrated in FIG. 1 With a feedback system according to the

present invention;
20

inside the stator coils When the electric current input ceases

FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrates a preferred construction of the

and 2) the high voltage peaks caused by sWitching on and off

primary motor coil, according the present invention;

the input current to the coils.

More speci?cally, the electromagnetic motor of the present
invention Works With electric direct current pulses provided
by a poWer supply in closed circuit that feeds the Wires of

FIG. 6 illustrates a preferred rotor construction, according
to the present invention;

25

FIGS. 8A, 8B, 8C 8D and 8E illustrate alternative embodi
ments for the electromagnetic motor according to the inven
tion.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

stator coils, inside Which there is a magnetic rotor, coiled and

made of permanent magnets. The pulses are controlled by
means of sensors duly positioned so as to determine the exact 30

The electromagnetic motor, object of the present invention

instant of the pulses, making possible the capturing and har

comprises a structure that can use the essential energy in its

nessing of the said back energy. In the alternative construc

integrality. Besides the energy generated to poWer the stator
coil during the electric current input, it also captures and uses
the back energy derived from the collapse of the magnetic
?eld When the energy supply is sWitched off and the magnetic
energy of the said stator coil is drained off.
More precisely, the electromagnetic motor of the present
invention comprises simple structure features Which Were

tion, capacitors can be added to the motor line so that its Work
resonance can be achieved.

More speci?cally the increase of Work poWer in the motor
generator proposed in the alternative construction of the

35

present invention is obtained When the motor initiates its

movement through the primary mains poWer supply (recti?ed

developed according to principles outlined by Norberto da

current) or through one or more batteries, that poWer, respec

tively the motor coil(s) through a pulse of energy that interact,

40

on its (their) turn, With one or more magnetic or electromag

netic rotors ?xed in the rotation shaft, resulting in the rotation
of said shaft.
In this sense, the alternating current generated in the ter
minals of said coil(s) that involves one or more rotating mag

45

feedback of the motor.

netic or electromagnetic rotors is recti?ed, in a half Wave or
complete Wave and deviated to one or more capacitors, or
even to a capacitor bank, that on their turn are able to accu

mulate a voltage superior to the input primary poWer voltage
of the ?rst motor pulse. This ampli?ed voltage in the capacitor

More preferably, in the ?rst embodiment of the invention,

50

(s) is used as a second direct current poWer source, being

completely independent from the primary poWer source and
corresponding to the poWer (electricity) generator aspect of
the present invention. The capacitor(s) positive and negative
outputs are dully connected to the motor coil terminals that
supply su?icient current and electric charge to poWer one or
more extra pulses in the coil(s) When the rotor is in the

55

to the rotation of the rotor.
60

same shaft, With tWo coils duly connected in a series or in

parallel, one in able to increase inde?nitely the gain of energy

produced by the generator aspect of the present construction
in relation to the energy consumed by the motor aspect of the

present construction. In other Words, With the proposed feed
back, the ef?ciency of the present motor is not limited any
more to only 100%.

the electromagnetic motor shoWn in FIG. 1 is comprised of a
stator 1 constituted by a coil 2 made With conducting Wires
Whose terminals T1 and T2 are respectively connected to the
positive P1 and negative P2 poles of a poWer supply 3, so that
betWeen the terminal T2 and the negative pole P2 there is a
on/off key 4, or sWitch properly positioned on the side and
close to the end of the shaft 5 of the magnetic rotor 6.
The said shaft 5 is positioned at the center and forming a

right angle With the body of the stator 1, through the bearings

appropriate phases in relation to them, in order to contribute
Finally, by coupling one or more motors/ generators in the

Rocha Keppe, in the book mentioned above.
The present invention has for objective an electromagnetic
motor that generates Work and mechanical torque With poten
tial, at least equivalent to the conventional motors of the prior
art, but consuming less electric energy, since the electric
poWer supply is not constant, and yet it can promote the

65

7, so that inside the body of the said stator 1, the shaft 5
supports the rotor 6, Which is comprised of at least one per
manent magnet.
Preferably, the coil 2 is formed by the Windings of a con
ducting Wire, such as copper or aluminum, in tWo sectors With
preferably the same number of turns and axially or radially
positioned apart from one another. FIG. 1 shoWs the said
sectors A and B connected to each other and Winded apart
around the stator body 1.
The number of turns of each sectorA and B of the coil 2 is
set according to the speci?cations of the motor design in order

US 8,546,985 B2
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to reach the resonance of the rotor/coil(s) pair, depending on
the characteristics and power desired.

magnetic rotor 6. As indicated in FIGS. 2A and 2C the rep

resentative lines X of magnetic ?eld invert direction, provok
ing the polarity inversion of the magnetic ?eld of the coil 2.
Thus, according to the construction described above, the
electromagnetic motor of the present invention provokes tWo

Yet, according to the attached drawings and a speci?c
design of the invention, the electromagnetic motor is poWered
by pulses of DC current (from batteries or recti?ed AC cur

rent) With duration times depending on the design. This
arrangement is different from the electromagnetic motors of

phenomena almost at the same time due to the short time

the prior art that use the alternation of AC sinusoidal signals

When the on/off sWitch 4 is turned on, the battery feeds the
stator coil of the motor that builds up a magnetic ?eld pro

interval betWeen the electric current pulses generated. First,

to produce the magnetic ?eld (AC motors), or inversion of the
direct current during the rotor cycle (DC motors) in order to

portional to the supplied voltage, Which attracts the magnet of
the rotor to the position of equilibriumiimmediately after
that, the second phenomenon takes place, When the on/off
sWitch 4 is turned off, causing the magnetic ?eld of the coil to
collapse, Which is responsible for the generation of the back
energy arising from the surrounding scalar ?eld that corre
sponds to the complement of the ?rst component of the essen
tial energy trapped inside the coil and coming from the poWer
source. One can easily verify that the voltage corresponding

obtain the magnetic ?elds and, consequently the incompat
ibility of the magnetic polarities to generate the movement of
the rotor shaft.

In addition, in one end of the shaft 5, outside the stator body
1, an actuator 8 is properly positioned to turn on and off the
on/off key 4 or sWitch When the shaft 5 rotates. Preferably, the
said actuator 8 is a permanent magnet Whose magnetic ?eld

lies at right angle to the rotation shaft 5, and the said on/off
sWitch 4 is a reed-type sWitch that responds to the presence of
the said magnetic ?eld. The actuator 8 can be replaced to suit

to this back energy is tenths times superior to the poWer
20

supply voltage.

other sWitches 4 like Hall sensors, optic sensors or even

Besides this evident poWer gain due to the back energy (or

discarded in the case of PWM pulsating circuits.
Thus, When the shaft 5 of the rotor 6 rotates, the said
actuator 8 turns on the sWitch 4, opening and closing the

complementary energy), the fact of pulsating DC current,
preferably supplied by a battery, Without phase alternation

electric circuit of the electromagnetic motor of the invention,

25

so as to provide electric direct current pulses to poWer the
stator coil.

Alternatively, one electromagnet 9 can be properly posi
tioned in order to determine the supply pulses of the electric
poWer, making that the pulses be generated in the exact posi

30

tion of rotor 6 pushing it yet more in its movement.

iii) zero hysteresis, since the feeding current is a direct and
pulsed current, so there is no polarity alternation of the

ing Wire Which generates a magnetic ?eld to help the incom

patibility betWeen the polarities and the magnetic poles of the

35

iv) minimized eddy currents, because, either there are no

the magnetic ?elds created inside the coil 2iboth during
poWer supply and back energy supply are parallel to the body
40

minimized and consequently, there is no considerable tem
45

50

electromagnetic motor according to the invention, the poWer
supply 3 is not constantly active, as it only inputs energy into
the circuit When the pulses are given by the actuator 8 upon
the on/ off sWitch 4. As result, the consumption of the battery
is greatly reduced When compared to the prior art motors, and
this alloWs develop neW battery-built-in for currently non

portable equipment, With higher e?iciency and durability.
55

opposing force or back energy caused by the collapse of the
magnetic ?eld inside the stator coil 2 acts upon the rotor 6,

inverting the polarity of the magnetic ?eld and forcing the
rotor 6 to move aWay in the attempt to reach equilibrium or the

perature rise, Which improves both ef?ciency and useful life
of the motor (insulation), since there is no risk of overheating.
Besides this, as can noticed, during the functioning of the

At the moment the rotor 6 reaches its neutral point, i.e.,
Where (x:0°, as indicated in FIG. 2B and is ready to enter the
drag region, the on/ off sWitch 4 is sWitched off.
At this moment When the on/off sWitch 4 is off, the force of

the magnetic drag ceases. Nevertheless, immediately after
this neutral point, Where 0t:+XO, indicated in FIG. 2C, the

of the motor, thus yielding clo se-to -zero the induced currents.

Besides the reduction and/or elimination of hysteresis and
eddy currents losses, the inventors remark that heat losses in
the conductors caused by the Joule effect are also greatly

drag region, Whose tendency is to stop it due to the polarity of
the magnetic ?eld generated by the coil 2 and the polarity of
the rotor 6.

source;

iron or laminated silicon steel cores in the stator coils and/or

and adjusted so that its magnetic ?eld, When closing the on/off
sWitch 4, is at a precise point Where the angle of the shaft of
the rotor 6, in relation to the magnetic ?eld lines of the stator
coil, is (XI-X0, as shoWn in FIG. 2A. In this exact position, the
magnet of the rotor 6 starts its cycle of attraction, tending to its
neutral point, Where (F00 in relation to the magnetic ?eld
lines of the stator coil, to immediately afterWards enter the

constant and loW torque applications, for the magnetic rotor
rotates freely along more than half the rotor cycle;
ii) minimized drag, for the magnetic ?eld of the stator coil
is turned off immediately after the rotor magnet 6 passes over
the point of equilibrium, Which lets it rotate freely until other

pulses are applied at speci?c points;

The said electromagnet 9 is preferably made of a laminated
silicon steel core enveloped by a number of turns of conduct

rotor 6, thus causing them to repel one another.
More speci?cally in relation to the sequence of draWings
shoWn in FIGS. 2A, 2B and 2C, the electromagnetic motor of
the invention Works in the folloWing Way: the actuator 8,
attached to the end of the shaft 5 of the rotor 6 is positioned

like in the case of AC current supply, gives the folloWing
results:
i) minimized counter electromotive force in the case of
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Thus, in short, the electromagnetic motor, object of the
invention, is develop take in consideration the principle of
capture and harness energy generated by the collapse of the
magnetic ?eld Which takes place When the energy contained
in the coil 2 is drained off. Such energy is responsible for the
inversion of polarity of the magnetic ?eld that acts upon the

neutral point of the movement of the rotor.
It must be clari?ed that such effect is a combined effect

magnetic rotor.

betWeen the energy gained by the observed negative peaks of
voltage (and current) provoked by turning on and off the
sWitch 4, and the magnetic energy derived from the collapse
of the magnetic ?eld, Which inverts polarity of the ?eld
trapped in the coil, thus exerting a force of repulsion upon the

prising a series of electromagnetic motors according to the

The FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate alternative embodiments com

present invention. FIG. 3 shoWs the combination of a series of
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rotors 6' disposed side by side along the same shaft 5'. Each
rotor 6' rests inside its oWn stator coil, so as to add torque to

the shaft ends.
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The positive pole P7 of the capacitor 11 is connected to the

This embodiment is particularly used for power equipment
With longitudinal bodies, because the association of indi

opposite polarity terminal, i.e., the negative terminal T2 of the
coil 2 through a third Ch2 sWitch, identical to the Ch1 4 sWitch
of the ?rst circuit. The capacitor’s negative pole P8 is con

vidual torques in the same shaft adds. This combination can

Work With loWer voltages than those used for conventional
motors, and thus operate With batteries and reach high e?i

nected, on its turn, through a fourth Ch2‘ sWitch that is syn
chronized With Ch2, to the positive terminal T1 of the coil.
This Ch2‘ sWitch shall be sWitched instantly in order to be
alWays closed When the Ch2 sWitch is closed and the other
sWitches Ch1 4 and Ch1' of the other circuit are opened, and

ciency. In addition, the use of higher voltages increases torque

considerably.
The FIG. 4 is a drawing of another combination of motors
interconnected by means of gears 10, Which depending on
their rate, can increase or diminish torque (or speed) at the

it shall alWays be opened When Ch2 sWitch is opened and the

ends of the rotating shaft.

other sWitches Ch1 4 and Ch1' of the other circuit are closed.

In other Words, the primary and secondary circuits sWitch

Through this alternative embodiment, the phenomenon of
resonance causes the motors to interact With one another at

status Work inversely, When one circuit is opened, the other

distance, still increasing the ef?ciency of the mechanical

should be alWays closed.

system as a Whole. In other Words, besides the action of the

The closing and opening of the Ch1 4 and Ch2 sWitches are
excluding, i.e., both should never be closed or opened at the
same time during the motor functioning.
The closing and opening of Ch1' and Ch2‘ sWitches are

coils upon the magnetic rotors, the entire system bene?ts
from the resonance betWeen the magnetic rotors. As a result,

the torque and the consumption are optimized.
In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, as

illustrated especially in FIG. 5, the motor of the present inven
tion comprises a secondary circuit incorporated to the circuit
of the motor illustrated in FIG. 1, being that its objective is to
promote the feedback and increase the motor Work poWer.
Most speci?cally, the feedback circuit is aimed at poWering
the stator coil(s) and/or eventually the rotors made by elec

20

closed. The same is valid for Ch2‘, alWays When Ch2 is

opened, Ch2‘ Will be opened and alWays When Ch2 is closed,
25

tromagnets so that the motor of the present invention can
Work as a mechanical poWer output ampli?er. This circuit
basically consists in the addition of a full Wave rectifying
bridge, one or more parallel capacitors and a synchronized

sWitch system made by relays, transistors, mechanical sWitch
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The FIG. 5 constitutes a schematic representation of hoW
the secondary circuit is interrelated to the original basic cir

After half a cycle of rotor 6, the sWitch Ch2 closes together
With the sWitch Ch2‘, and the sWitches Ch1 and Ch1' are
opened, in such a Way that this cycle repeats itself inde?nitely.
40

alternates 180 degrees due to the positive/negative polarity
45

change of terminals T1 and T2 of the coil 2 and contributes to
the turn of rotor 6.

When the terminal T1 of coil 2 is positive and T2 is nega

tive, the pulse is called “direct pulse”, since the primary
circuit is closed and the secondary circuit is opened. After half
50

a cycle of rotor 6, the sWitches commute and terminal T1

becomes negative and T2 positive. In this latter case, the pulse
is called “inverse pulse”, since the primary circuit is opened
and the secondary circuit is closed alloWing the motor’ s feed
back.
55

In a more advantageous Way, the rotor used in the motor

object of the present invention comprises a sole compact
piece manufactured from a neodymium magnet With a mag

and objectives proposed herein.
The capacitor (or capacitors) 11 accumulates enough

netization degree varying betWeen N24 to N54. HoWever, it
becomes clear that the above-mentioned rotor can also be
60

manufactured from other materials such as for example
ceramic ferrite, or those that use rare earth elements as raW

material such as neodymium, samarium-cobalt, praseody
mium, cerium, etc.

inside the coil 2. This characteristic alloWs it to Work as a
second independent and DC poWer source that feeds a second

pulse, inverse to the ?rst one, and/ or other pulses in other coils
coiled around the same rotor 6. This process is denominated

This synchronicity of closing and opening of the pair of
sWitches Ch1 4 and Ch1' and the pair of sWitches Ch2 and
Ch2‘ guarantees that at each half a cycle of rotor 6 turn, the
direction of the magnetic ?oW lines of the coil of the stator 1

FIG. 1, introduce ?rstly a second sWitch Ch1', disposed

energy to keep the voltage above the primary poWer voltage 3
due to the increase in voltage coming from the rotor 6 turning

sWitches of the second circuit Ch2 and Ch2‘ are opened,

blocking the passage of current through the secondary circuit.

betWeen the positive terminal P1 of the poWer source 3 and

the positive terminal T1 of coil 2 of the primary circuit. The
Ch1' sWitch is synchronized to the Ch1 4 sWitch, i.e., it shall
be instantaneously sWitched in order to be alWays closed
When the Ch1 4 sWitch is closed and it should be opened When
the Ch1 4 sWitch is opened.
The secondary feedback circuit starts With the alternating
current recti?cation generated by rotor 6 turning magnet in
terminals T1 and T2 of coil 2. This alternating current is
recti?ed from terminals P5 and P6 of the rectifying bridge 10,
Which supplies full Wave direct current betWeen the positive
P3 and negative P4 terminals. These terminals are connected,
respectively, to the positive P7 and negative P8 terminals of a
capacitor or, alternatively, to a capacitor bank disposed in
parallel 11, con?gured adequately in order to meet the needs

the primary circuit and another inverse coming from the sec
ondary circuit capacitor 11. As a result, the sWitches Ch1 4
and Ch2 shall be positioned With a discrepancy of 180 degrees
one from another, in such a Way that When the actuator mag
net 8 passes by the sWitch Ch1 4, due to the turning of the shaft

5 and closes together With the sWitch Ch1', the synchronized
35

circuit by capacitive discharges, object of the present alterna
tive embodiment.
As illustrated in FIG. 5, in addition to the one illustrated in

Ch2‘ Will be closed.
The closing moment of the main excluding sWitches Ch1 4
and Ch2 is de?ned by the passage of the referred actuator
magnet 8 ?xed in the turning shaft 5 of the rotor 6. Thus, one
can obtain tWo pulses, one directly from the poWer source 3 of

or any other one.

cuit indicated in FIG. 1. The circuit in black lines is the
primary circuit, i.e., the one de?ned as basic original and
similar to the one in FIG. 1, being poWered by the external
poWer source, battery or recti?ed mains poWer supply. The
circuit in gray (or lighter) lines is the secondary feedback

synchronized With the closing and opening of Ch1 4 and Ch2
sWitches respectively. AlWays When Ch1 4 is opened, Ch1'
Will be opened and alWays When Ch1 4 is closed, Ch1' Will be
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Also, preferably but not as a limitation to the present inven
tion, the above-mentioned rotor comprises a sole and com

as “capacitive discharge feedback” and constitutes the turbo

pact disc shape With a hole in the center, that is magnetized

electromagnetic system described hereinbefore.

radially such as illustrated in FIG. 6.

US 8,546,985 B2
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In other Words, this electric appliance requires 1 Ampere of

However, it should be clear that this discoid aspect of the
rotor is only preferable and do not discard other geometries

electric current to produce the poWer of 120 W, Which rotates
the fan at a determined speed.

and magnet con?gurations such as compacted cylindrical

When this motor of the prior art Was actually replaced by
one equivalent electromagnetic motor of the present inven
tion, it Was possible to obtain the same mechanical Work (i.e.,
the fan blade rotating at the same speed) With tWo 12V bat

magnets With a hole in the middle and magnetiZed axially,
stacked cylinder magnets, conic, ovoid and even spherical,
the last ones being the most ef?cient ones, but, presently
reveal complexity and high manufacture costs.
Additionally, as illustrated in FIGS. 7A and 7B, in order to
increase the motor ef?ciency and capacity of the present

invention, the coil that involves the radially magnetiZed

teries in series (24V total voltage) and only 0.5 Amp ?oWing
through the motor of the fan. Therefore, the poWer required by
10

the motor of the fan to produce the same mechanical Work is:

neodymium discoid comprises an asymmetric format With a
topology similar to a cone trunks, constituted by enameled or
covered copper or aluminum Wire, of any gauge, projected to

The comparison betWeen the tWo fans, one With the con
ventional motor of the state of the art and the other With the

Work With tensions that vary from 9 to 12 volts, passing by the
domestic voltages of 127 and 220 volts or superior up to

electromagnetic motor of the present invention, revealed that

industrial voltages.

this latter is about ten times more ef?cient (consumed 10

Similarly, it is Worth to highlight the fact that the coil
topology is also only preferable and does not discard the
possibility of using coils With a symmetric cylindrical or
annular topology, that are normally used in many applications

times less energy) than the motor of the current prior art, due
to the fact that the electromagnetic motor of the present inven
tion is able to harness the back energy captured by the voltage
20

More speci?cally, FIGS. 8A, 8B, 8C, 8D and 8E depict
alternative embodiments for the electromagnetic motor of the
present invention, all of them With the purpose of achieving
better e?iciency and consequently Work capacity. In these
assemblies it is possible to noticed that the disposition of the
coils is altered to increase the number of pulses that generate
voltage peaks and electric current along one cycle of the rotor.

Alternatively, the rotation shaft of the present electromag
netic motor can be attached to a mechanism that, through the
25

energy.
30
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invention Would be Work as an heater device, Which obtain

FIG. 8C shoWs a construction in Which the coil 2 is divided

heat through Joule effect, Without consuming the energy from

into eight out-of-phase sectors, Which requires four pulsation
40

Thus, in regard to all of What has been exposed hereinbe
fore, it is clear that the electromagnetic motor, object of the

These arrangements are more compact, and their con?gu

rations take advantage of more pulses (direct and inverse
pulseiin both coil directions) along the same cycle of the
rotor, Which speeds up the rotor and stabiliZes torque When

present invention, can obtain a substantial energy gain, due to
voltage peaks and magnetic ?eld collapses, as Well as con
siderable reduction of losses, considered intrinsic to the
motors of the current prior art. Besides, in its alternative
construction a circuit With feedback properties promoting a

heavier loads are applied to the shaft.
The FIGS. 8D and 8E illustrate a coil con?guration that is

especially advantageous, in Which the coil in the primary
circuit holds an asymmetric format similar to the cone trunk.
50

though it overlaps the spirals With a discrepancy of 90 degrees
in relation to the ?rst one forming a kind of beehive.

As a practical example of the advantages and technical
effects given by the electromagnetic motor according to the
present invention When compared to the conventional motors
knoWn in the state of the art, it is possible to use any electrical

receptor like a domestic fan, for example.
A typical and regular medium siZe domestic fan found in
the market today is manufactured to consume around 120 W

of energy (P). The voltage (U) of the public poWer grid used
for such devices is usually 127V (or 220V). Let’s consider it
120V for easy calculation. Therefore, according to basic elec
trical theories, the electric current (i) ?oWing through the
motor of this fan is 1 A (let’s consider this conventional

motor’s poWer factor:1), because:
IIP/UIIZO W/120VI1 A

the primary source, since the consumed energy for heat is

provided by the back voltage peaks.

phase assembly.

In the secondary circuit, the coil holds a similar format, even

a diode, in such a Way to be opposed to the back energy How,
it is possible to generate a resistance, Which Will be heat the
said ?lament, such as happened in the Water heater.

Therefore, the electromagnetic motor, object of the present

motor is called tri-phase assembly.

points along the rotation cycle of the rotor, being called tetra

Although the present invention is described in relation to
the motors used in devices called electric receptors, it is still
possible to Wind a second coil around the ?rst coil, so that the

second coil captures the back energy or back voltage by
induction. Through the adaptation of a ?lament equivalent to

6. This is called biphasic assembly.
FIG. 8B shoWs an assembly in Which the coil comprises six
sectors out of phase With each other, so that the feeding pulses
of electric current are applied in three speci?c points of the
rotation cycle of the rotor. In this case the electromagnetic

mechanical torque generated by the motor, Works as a poWer
generator. In addition, the present adaptation can be attached
to, or even replace generators ran on primary sources of

FIG. 8A illustrates an assembly in Which coil 2 is com

prised of four sectors positioned 90 degrees out of phase, so
that tWo pulses are generated along the rotation cycle of rotor

peaks together With the collapse of the magnetic ?eld trapped
inside the coil, When the electric poWer supply is turned on
and off at precise positions, as mentioned hereinbefore.

knoWn in the art.
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yet superior reduction of energy consumption and increase in
the motor performance is obtained.
The invention claimed is:
1. An ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, comprising:
at least one stator constituted by at least one coil formed by
conducting Wires including a ?rst terminal and a second
terminal that are respectively connected to a positive

pole and a negative pole of a poWer source, being that
betWeen the second terminal and the negative pole there
is an on/off sWitch properly positioned close to a shaft of
a rotor, and including an actuator of the on/off sWitch

placed in the end of the said shaft, being that the at least
one coil captures a bidirectional magnetic ?eld, respec

tively, at the feeding and interruption of the electric
current derived from the poWer source.

2. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR according to

claim 1, Wherein the collapse of the magnetic ?eld generated
by the poWer source takes place together With a back voltage
peak With an inverted polarity to that of the magnetic ?eld.

US 8,546,985 B2
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3. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, wherein the at least one coil is constituted by the
Windings of a conducting Wire in tWo sectors With preferably
the same number of turns and axially positioned out of phase

13. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 10, Wherein the second sWitch is disposed With a dis
crepancy of 180 degrees of the on/off sWitch.
14. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 10, Wherein the capacitor is constituted by a sole
capacitor or by a bank of capacitors connected in parallel.
15. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, Wherein the rotor comprises a sole piece compacted
manufactured from neodymium magnet, ceramic ferrite or

to each other.

4. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, Wherein the poWer source supplies DC current.

5. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, Wherein the poWer source is a battery or recti?ed AC
poWer source.

AlNiCo magnet or any other magnet derived from rare earth

6. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, Wherein the actuator is a permanent magnet Whose
magnetic ?eld is perpendicular to the shaft of the rotor.
7. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, Wherein the on/ off sWitch is a magnetic sWitch like a

elements such as samarium, praseodymium, cerium.
16. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claims 1, Wherein the rotor comprises a compact type geo
metrical format of a plurality of magnets With centered holes

reed sWitch, or an optic sensor, a Hall sensor or a pulsating

and radially magnetized, cylindrical, stacked and axially
magnetized, piled tablets, conical, ovoid, spherical or discoid.

PWM circuit.

8. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, further including: a electromagnet constituted of

17. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 16, Wherein said rotor comprises a radially magnetized

laminated silicon steel core enveloped in a number of turns of

conducting Wire, disposed outside of the stator and perpen
dicular positioned to the shaft.
9. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, further including a poWer generator mechanism

20

18. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to

claim 1, Wherein the coil topology is asymmetrical.
19. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to

attached to the end of the rotor shaft.

10. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, further including having a secondary feedback cir
cuit constituted by another sWitch, disposed betWeen the posi
tive pole of said poWer source and the ?rst terminal, that is
connected to a rectifying bridge provided With a third termi
nal, a fourth terminal, a ?fth terminal, and a sixth terminal that

25

claim 18, Wherein the coil holds a topology similar to a cone
trunk, constituted by enameled or covered aluminum or cop
per Wire.

20. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, Wherein the coil is constituted by four sectors With a

axially and perpendicularly discrepancy.
30

are respectively connected to a seventh terminal and an eighth

21. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, Wherein the coil is constituted by six sectors With a

discrepancy among them.

terminal of at least one capacitor and to the ?rst terminal and

22. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1, Wherein the coil is constituted by eight sectors With

the second terminal; the capacitor being connected, yet, to a
second sWitch and to a third sWitch that are synchronized.

11. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 1 0, Wherein the another sWitch is synchronized With the
sWitch on/off.
12. The ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTOR, according to
claim 10, Wherein the third sWitch is synchronized With the
second sWitch.

compact disk shape.
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a discrepancy among them.

23. A WORK TORQUE GENERATOR EQUIPMENT,

comprising:
at least one electromagnetic motor according to any one of
claims 1 to 22.

